®

SwingArm

™

Flat Panel Monitor Arm Supports

SA1000-S

SA2000-G-S

Get a clear line of sight from any angle
The right monitor supports can help you swing into action. Optimizing the viewing
angle, focal length and monitor height with a few simple twists and turns, WorkRite’s
SwingArm articulates to virtually any position.

Folded depth of 4" frees up
more of your workspace

Ball joint provides
multiple axis adjustment

Integral pneumatic cylinder
backed by 10 year warranty

SwingArm-Dual clamp handle
provides 7" vertical range

Collaborate More Effectively It’s

Makes Your Worksurface Really

easier to collaborate when both users

Work With a flexible monitor arm

can see the monitor easily. No matter

like SwingArm, users can move the

where you’re sitting, the SwingArm

monitor out of the way when they’re

monitor can flex to the best possible position for more

not using it. Reading, writing and proofing hardcopy

productive meetings.

documents can now be done right in front of the
keyboard rather than to the side.

Increase Visual Comfort
Effortlessly Everyone’s happy when

Accommodate an Aging Workforce

they can position the monitor at the

and Varied Visual Abilities The

spot that’s right for them. The

increased use of bifocals means that

SwingArm provides five axis position adjustment and

more workers will be seeing their

pneumatic counterbalance - so height, depth, and tilt

monitors from a new angle. Ergonomists recommend

can be adjusted as desired, for the ergonomically

placing monitors at a lower height - sometimes

correct focal distance and axis of vision.

touching the table. SwingArm’s exceptional vertical
range provides this level of adaptability.

At WorkRite we believe that every body has a right to work comfortably and safely for maximum
productivity. You can trust WorkRite - as 75% of Fortune 100 companies have - to create innovative
solutions that flex to the diverse range of user needs, preferences and settings at work today.

®

SwingArm
Flat Panel Monitor Arm Supports

Get a clear line of sight from any angle
With a 360° rotation, monitor can be changed quickly from landscape to portrait orientation. For customized
control, including touch screen use, tension is adjustable at all pivot points. All SwingArm products support
monitors up to 25 lbs. For security, monitors attach with 4 screws.
Specifications

SwingArm

SwingArm-Extended

SwingArm-Dual

Reach

23¼"

30¼"

23¼" (two arms)

Tilt Range

145° tilt range (+/- 72.5°)

145° tilt range (+/- 72.5°)

145° tilt range (+/- 72.5°)

Height Range

21¼"

21¼"

21¼" + 7⅛" on pole

Pivot at Base

360°

360°

360°

Pivot at Monitor Mount

180°

180°

180°

Stored Depth

4"

4"

4"

75mm / 100mm VESA Mount

X

X

X

Accessories

Wall Mount Bracket,
Slatwall Adapter

none

C-Clamp,
Grommet Base Kit

Mounting

Color

SwingArm

C-Clamp,
Grommet mount
Wall mount

Slatwall bracket mount

SwingArm Extended

C-Clamp,
Grommet mount

SwingArm-Dual

C-Clamp mount

Grommet mount

Weight
12

silver

SA1000-S

graphite

SA1000-B

12

silver

SA1000-WM-S

11

graphite

SA1000-WM-B

11

silver

SA1000-SW-S

11

graphite

SA1000-SW-B

11

silver

SA1000-DB-S

13

graphite

SA1000-DB-B

13

silver

SA2000-C-S

18

graphite

SA2000-C-B

18

silver

SA2000-G-S

17

graphite

SA2000-G-B

17

Monitor Tilt
and Rotation

Horizontal and Vertical Reach

Model #

SwingArm-Dual
17"

16"
200°+*

180°
23¼"

21¼"

360°

Top view
180° rotation

6¾"

Side view
180° rotation
(+/-72½°)

The following are federally registered trademarks of WorkRite Ergonomics:

8⅝"

17"

14¾"

180°

360°

23¼"
360°

180°

Grommet mount
installation

Desk mounted
against wall

(* pivot rotates 360°,
typical range 200°)
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